POLY-FIBER MARK II FOR METAL
(NOT FOR USE ON FABRIC) - Use Mark II for Metal

Mark II is used on primed metal or composite parts and is too brittle to be used over fabric. Mark II is a tough, long-lasting topcoat paint. Although Mark II is a two-part catalyzed paint, it is not catalyzed with an isocyanate, thus normal safety equipment is sufficient. You do not have to use a supplied air respirator when spraying Mark II.

Package: Mark II comes in three-part kits: part one is a can of the colored paint; part two is a "charcoal filtered spray mask" is sufficient. You do not have to use a supplied air respirator when spraying Mark II.

With #65-75 Reducer .......................... P/N 09-06210 ........................................... $93.75
With #8500 Reducer .......................... P/N 09-06215 ........................................... $93.75

CECONITE FABRIC REPAIR KIT

Includes: 1 .................. 3" Curved Needle 1 Yard Stits Hand Sewing Thread 2" C102 Straight Tape 2"
1 .................. 3 M Wdentryd Sandpaper 13
2 quarts 286 Butyrate Thinner
1 .................. Ceconite 102 (3.4) 70" 1 Yard
1 .................. Rand-O-Fill G-6303 QT

C102 ........................................... P/N 09-06225 ........................................... $144.95

This kit includes the items most commonly needed to complete your Poly-Fiber covering project.

Kit Includes: 4 - 1" Disposable Brushes, 3 2" Disposable Brushes, 4 - 2" opening 6" long Spring Clamps, 1 - CB-9 Pinking Shears, 10 - 1/2" Glue/Acid Brushes, 1 - Black & Decker Classic Iron, 1 Hobbico Fabric iron 110V, 1 - Silicone heat sink compound, 1 - Thermometer, 1 - 12" Straight Needle, 1 - 12" Curved Tip Needle, 1 - 6" Curved Needle, 2 - Gallon Paint Saver Lids, 1 - V-plore 330 series mask only, 1 - X-plore P100 Combo cart pkg.

POLY-FIBER REPAIR KIT

Includes: 1 .................. 1" Dope Brush 1 Pint .................. Poly-Tak
1 Quart .................. Poly-Spray
1 Quart .................. Poly-Spray
1 Quart .................. Reducer (Specify 65-75 or 8500) 1 Yard

With #65-75 Reducer .......................... P/N 09-06210 ........................................... $93.75
With #8500 Reducer .......................... P/N 09-06215 ........................................... $93.75

FABRIC COVERING TOOL KIT

The Poly Fiber Covering Kit includes all of the materials generally required to recover a wide variety of small aircraft (see list below) except the fabric and topcoat. Poly-Fiber offers both Polytone and Aerothane topcoats in many colors. When you order this Covering Kit, you can order the precise fabric envelope or fabric yardage you will need to cover the aircraft. We are the best choice for your covering materials requirements. Count on Poly Fiber’s largest distributor, Aircraft Spruce!

Note: This kit is for aircraft requiring about 45 yards of fabric. Quantity required vary by aircraft. Verify quantity shown are correct for your aircraft before ordering kit.

POLY FIBER COVERING KIT

Includes: 4 - 1" Disposable Brushes, 3 2" Disposable Brushes, 4 - 2" opening 6" long Spring Clamps, 1 - CB-9 Pinking Shears, 10 - 1/2" Glue/Acid Brushes, 1 - Black & Decker Classic Iron, 1 Hobbico Fabric iron 110V, 1 - Silicone heat sink compound, 1 - Thermometer, 1 - 12" Straight Needle, 1 - 12" Curved Tip Needle, 1 - 6" Curved Needle, 2 - Gallon Paint Saver Lids, 1 - V-plore 330 series mask only, 1 - X-plore P100 Combo cart pkg.

POLY-FIBER MARK II MIXING LIQUID

Mixing liquid is a combination of catalyst and thinner to be used only with Mark II for Metal paint. Included in Mark II kits above, but also available separately. See directions for mixing, thinning, and application above. Shelf life is two years in unopened package.

POLY-FIBER MARK II THINNER

Used to thin Mark II for Metal paint after it has been combined with Mark II Mixing liquid. Included in Mark II kits above, but also available separately. Shelf life is four years in unopened storage.

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE WEST
CORONA, CA  • (877) 4-SPRUCER

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE EAST
PEACHTREE CITY, GA  • (877) 477-7823

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice